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Abstract

During the probabilistic risk assessment (IRA) for the proposed Yucca Mountain nuclear waste
repository, a problem came up that could not be handled by most PRA computer codes. This
problem deals with dependencies between sequential events in time. Two similar scenarios that
illustrate this problem are LOOP nonrecovexy and sequential wearout failures with units of time.
The purpose of this paper is twofold: To explain the problem generically, and to show how the
PRA code at the INEEL, SAPHIRE, has been modified to tilve this problem correctly.

Sequential Wearout Failures

Several of the scenarios in the Yucca Mountain nuclear waste repository event tree involved all the
components failing within a given time-span and very long mission times. For example, a principal
initiator was anew ice age occurring over the next 100,000 years, shiflimgthe jet stream southward
over the repository, increasing precipitation in this desert area. This increased precipitation could
corrode through a waste package, potentially allowing fissile material to assemble into a critical
configuration.

These events presented problems for tradhional logic-model codes because:

1)
2)

3)

4)

The events were expressed in time to fdure rather than probability of failure
The events typically had a period with no failures, then a period when all components
fhiled (e.g., all wetted packages failed between 1,000 and 3,000 years; no packages
failed prior to this time)
Because of the mission times involved (10,000 to 1 million years), prediction of
component and geologic behavior relied, heavily upon Delphi predktions involving
probabilities and time (e.g., a probability of 0.5 that the component ftiled in 5,000 to
10,000 years, and a 0.5 probability that the component didn’t ftil at all).
These events were sequential (i.e., the clock did not start ticking for Event B until Event
A ftiled)

These scenarios required modeling all time-related events as a compound event with all probab~ity
events represented separately on the fault tree. Following is a sample problem showing the error
introduced by a reasonable attempt to convert the time-based data into probabilities within the
constraints of the previous implementation of SAPHIRE (and most other logic-model codes).
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Comparison of Probability vs. Time-Based Methods

Table 1 gives an idealized Yucca-Mountain scentio (fiese event ties-to-failure have been divided
by 10 to 100 to illustrate the solution of a sampleproblemwith tie upgradedsm- code,not to
represent current Yucca Mountain analysis input). .

when a uniform time-to-failure distribution is invefied (tinvefiedlnto a probability), it doesnot
result in a unil?ormdistribution. The analyst must decide whether to express the mean probability as
an invexted mean-time-to-failure or as the geometic mean of tie inverted upper-and lower-bound
mean-times-to-failure. Table 1 includes both.

Table 1: Input Data, in Time-Space and as a Probability “

Event Original Data in Time and Conversion to Probability Domain
Probability Domains Inverted Mean Geometric Mean

New Ice Age Arrives An ice age is expected sometime 2.2E-31yr 3.3E-31yr
between 1 to 900 years into the
fbture, with a mean of 450 years
(for illustration purposes only)

Enhanced It takes 100 to 300 years for 5.OE-3 5.8E-3
Precipitation Infiltrates surface water to infiltrate to the
Repository repository, with mean of 200.
Waste Package Ifa particular waste package is 3.3E-3 3.5E-3
Corrodes Through wett~ it will corrode through in

200 to 400 years, mean of 300.
Fissile Material The time for a corroded waste 1.OE-2 1.2E-2 .
Separated from package to have poison removed,
Nuclear Poison and and resulting fissile material
Assembled into critically configured is 50 to 150
Critical Configuration years, mean of 100.
Other Factors 100 casks have sufficient fissile Multiply resulting calculation by 100

material to go critical if
reconfigured .

Fimue 1 results from using the above parameters and calculating the scenario with a mission time
va&ing from 25 to 1500 y~ars. Note ~hat in this sample problern’the error resulting from a
“probability-space” calculation is as high as four orders of magnitude. There are several reasons for
the magnitude of the erro~

1. Inverting a uniform distribution does not yield a uniform distribution. Thus, the an~yst
must decide between inverting the mean or deriving the geometric mean. This error, in
the sample problem discussed above, was minor. With dii3?erentdistributions, this
problem could be more severe.

Z. In a traditional PM code, the mission time is handled separately with each basic event.
In other words, each event is assumed to have the same starting point for the beginning
of mission. In the Yucca Mountain case, the Monte Carlo samples for each event time
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hadtobe added together before comparing tothemissiontime. Notperformingthis
summation of times was the major discrepancy in the probabilistic pofion of the sample
problem.

Figure 1: Saphire Calculation in TiMe+XiCe vs. ProbabilitySpace
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Mixing Probabilities with Times-to-Failure

In the Yucca Mountain event tree analysis, valid probabilities were ofien mixed in with times-to-
failure. For example

1.

2.

3.

The probability of sufficient moisture to cause criticality, &en glacial conditions, may
be 0.27.
The probability a waste package will corrode throu~ given it is exposed to excessive
moisture, may be lE-2 (extrapolating 30 or less years of experience with a given alloy to
a million years is fi-aughtwith uncertainty)
The probability that the insoluble poison will somehow be removed from the fiel slurry
may-be lE-3.

In the upgraded S&%IIIU3, probabilities are represented separately from times-to-failure, as
discussed below.
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Overview of Upgraded SAPHIRE Code

SAPHIREcan now do Monte Carlo calculations in the time and probabili~ domains. To do this, all
probability inputs are expressed as separate events on the fhult tree. To handle the three
probabilities postulated in the previous sectio~ three events would be added to the fault tree (valued
at 0,27, 11L2and lE-3, respectively). Thenj all inter-relat~ time-based events are represented in the
fault tree under a single “compound” event (enter the one compoud event on the tree under the
same AND gate as the three probability events just dkcussd; don’trepresent any of the individual
time-based events in the fault tree). See Figure 2 for an example of this logic tree.

Figure 2: Probability Events Represented Individutiy, But Time-Bmed Events Tucked
Under a Single Compound Event
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The output for the compound event will be a probability, representing the fraction of the resulting
Monte Carlo summation oftime-based events bat is less than the overall mission time. This result
of a fill Monte Carlo run represents one Monte Carlo sample as fm as the rest of the fault tree is
concerned (i.e., the Monte Carlo run for the compound event is nested tilde of any other Monte
Carlo analysis for the fault tree).

Importance Measures: Because the fault tree does not treat the compound event as a multiple
event, only one importance measure is generated for the whole compound event. To seethe effect
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of changing subevents within the compound event quickly and easily, the user can apply the
“change sets” (i.e., a sensitivity tool) built into SAPHIRE, and note the resulting change in the
importance. The importances for the probability events (explicitly modeled on the fault tree) do not
reflect the time-based input. To get the aggregate importance of the scenario, this portion of the
fault tree would have to be evaluated as a group, perhaps evaluating the logic at the gate level rather
than the basic event level.

Change Sets: In the Yucca Mountain PIUj various scenarios were generated with an event tree.
Many of the events were mutually exclusive (e.g., competing theories with no way to determine
which expert was correct). These were in turn represented as separate fault trees. SAPHIRE
change sets were used to minimize the required setup in analyzing many similar scenarios from the
event tree.

LOOP Nonrecovery

At a nuclear power plant, a similar @pe of time-based scenario occurs for a Loss of Offsite Power
(LOOP) nonrecovery, which maybe modeled as

Pwc(tl~~/t~J=P(L>tl~~ /L>tAti ANDG>tlon~ /G>tti)

where NRAC = NonRecovery of AC power,
LOOP = Loss Of Offsite Power,
L = duration of LOOP,
G= duration of diesel generator unavailability and
t tioti is a sequence dependent duration that is shorter than t Iw

The interpretation oft ~ti and t 1~~are model and sequence specific, but most often t ]~~will
correspond to a battery depletion time and t ~ti will correspond to a short term recovery interval
based on the time to uncover the reactor core if no safety systems ii.mction.

One traditional approach to this problem is an offline calculation using a convolution or nested
integrals. With the upgrade to SAPHIRE, this processing maybe done online using standard input
parameters by modeling the event PWC as a compound event. This new approach allows
automated error checking that was not possible for the offline calculation.

Conclusion

Time-based scenarios occur both inside and outside the nuclear reactor industry. Analysts need to
be aware that such problems require special handling. With this capability now built in to
SAPHIRE, the analyst can be assured of proper treatment and automated error checking.


